
          WEDNESDAY, 03/07/24 

 
C1 - PRIX DE LA GARE SAINT-LAZARE - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class F Amateur Drivers Race - 

Harness - EUR € 12,000  

 

1. HORACIO DE CERISY - Good servant for the most part when barefoot. Lost his action early in a 2450m 

Caen Class F 9 days ago, but will have his chances if Alain Unterreiner assures his initial strides 

2. GOLIATH DE LAIR - 9th of 17 in a 2875m claimer here last week. Has been off the boil since returning to 
competition and must get his house in order 

3. IOUPY TOLLEVILLE - Takes his first steps in the amateur division after faulting in a 2700m Vincennes 
Class D on 21 June. Is proven here and, at this level, can make this his own 

4. HALOWIE RENARDIER - Drops back down the class ladder after trotting 7th of 16 in a 2450m Caen 
Class F 2 weeks ago. Well-positioned behind the car, has previously delivered here, and will generate some 
interest 

5. GOWEN CHALEONNAIS - Good 3rd of 11 in a 2100m Vincennes amateurs Class F on 25 June. Has 
nothing to prove in this category and, from the 5-spot, will be well-placed to play a leading role 

6. HAIKIDO - Useful sort that came 5th of 10 in a 2950m Le Mans Class F on 8 May. Has freshness on his 
side, breaks in front, and with François Chapdelaine in charge, will be afforded a competitive drive 

7. IMPACT CASTELETS - Left a good impression when 2nd in a 2100m Vincennes amateurs event mid-
June before coming a one-paced 7th of 9 behind GOWEN CHALEONNAIS (5) under similar conditions 8 
days ago, and can set the record straight 

8. HASCHELEY BERRY - Reliability not her strong suit but has respectable amateur credentials. Uninspired 
last time though when 8th of 13 in a 1900m Class D at Le Croisé-Laroche 9 days ago, and the draw only 
compounds matters 

9. HIT RIVER - 5th of 17 in a 2750m Ecommoy Class E 10 days ago. Stays shod for the occasion but has 
enough class to make his presence felt 

10. HULTIMA - Sanctioned in a 2700m Graignes Class F last week. Has done nothing noteworthy for some 

time and can be written off 

11. GRANDE MALICE - Struggling of late, latterly last but one in a 2550m Reims amateurs Class G on 22 

June, and has no realistic chance 

12. HOPE - 6th of 16 in a claimer over course and distance last Friday. On back line though and not a 
priority 

Summary: IOUPY TOLLEVILLE (3) left a good impression here before faulting at Vincennes 12 days ago, 
but takes a big dip in class and from the 3-spot could well wrap this up. Benjamin Lebey will still be keeping 
an eye on the versatile HORACIO DE CERISY (1) who sports a new configuration as he bids to make up for 
his recent sanction, and the hardy GOWEN CHALEONNAIS (5) who showed his form across town last 
week. Below-par 7th that day, IMPACT CASTELETS (7) finished 2nd in a similar Vincennes event 11 days 
earlier and is not one to be underestimated. 

SELECTIONS 

IOUPY TOLLEVILLE (3) - HORACIO DE CERISY (1) - GOWEN CHALEONNAIS (5) - IMPACT 

CASTELETS (7) 



          WEDNESDAY, 03/07/24 

C2 - PRIX DE L'ARDECHE - 2875m (a2m) - Class C Race - Harness - EUR € 

46,000  

 
1. LONDON DELO - Last but one in a 2850m Vincennes Class D a fortnight ago and is not going 
to improve on that 

2. LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL - Qualified well in February and has twice confirmed her potential, most 
recently winning a 2850m Laval Class E with consummate ease, and has the wherewithal to 
repeat 

3. LIKE A BIRD STAR - Unremarkable filly that was sanctioned in a 2875m monté Class B here 
late last week and is not about to spring any surprises 

4. LISAS - Put in a good effort to come 5th of 9 in a 2150m Class B here on 15 June. Takes a 
marginal dip in category and will be more competitive this time around 

5. LINOTTE DU MOUCHEL - Takes a step up in category after coming 2nd of 15 in a 2200m 
Vincennes Class D 3 weeks ago, but in this field, will have her work cut out 

6. LOLITA DE LA BUTTE - No superstar but always gives her best, latterly 6th, a place behind 
LISAS (4), in a 2150m Class B here on 15 June. Just front pads fitted this time and although not a 
priority, can still make her presence felt 

7. LOCCA DU BELLAY - Capable filly that came 5th, a place behind LOLITA DE LA BUTTE (6), 
in a 2700m Vincennes Class C late-May. Unlikely to spring a massive surprise but can still make 
first 5 

8. LOVELY DAY CEKE - Last of 9, after faulting early, in a 2150m Class B here mid-June. Has 
otherwise been in fine shape and can play a leading role if Christophe Martens assures her initial 
strides 

9. LADY BEAUTIFUL - Sprang a 40/1 surprise when securing a 2750m Class D at La Capelle on 
16 June, but a repeat seems most unlikely 

10. LADY QUEEN - Returns to the harness code after faulting in a 2700m monté Gr.1 at 
Vincennes 10 days ago. 4 pads fitted for first time with a sulky and looks a major player 

Summary: Solid on debut at Ecommoy, LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL (2) got straight off the mark at Laval 
next time and a similar performance would see her double up. Etienne Dubois can still expect to 
encounter resistance from the shod LOVELY DAY CEKE (8) who can be forgiven her recent fault, 
and the well-entered LADY QUEEN (10) who returns to a more suitable category. Twice a winner 
from 4, LISAS (4) was by no means disgraced here mid-June and is not incapable of finishing 
closer this time. 

SELECTIONS 

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL (2) - LOVELY DAY CEKE (8) - LADY QUEEN (10) - LISAS (4) 



          WEDNESDAY, 03/07/24 

C3 - PRIX DU PANTHEON - 2875m (a2m) - Class C Race - Harness - EUR € 

46,000  

 
1. LUIGI WALLIE - Has shown little aptitude so far, most recently 6th of 9 finishers in a 2825m 
Class F at Sablé-sur-Sarthe on Saturday, and has no possible chance 

2. LASKO DES BROUSSES - Returns to racing left-handed after trotting 4th of 9 in a 2750m 
Angoulême Class E on 16 June. Padded-all-4 for the first time but may still find the going tough 

3. LOVE ME DO - Progressive sort that finished a good 2nd in a Class D over course and 
distance late-May before faulting early in a 2700m Vincennes Class C last week, but can more 
than make amends if he gets off on the right foot 

4. LAUTREC QUICK - Won 2 on the trot before faulting in a 2700m Vincennes Class C 8 days 
ago. Should take well to Enghien profile though and can put things right. Place chance 

5. LORD DES FANES - Runner-up in a 2800m Chartres Class D a fortnight ago. Complicated but 
has bags of ability, sports 4 pads for first time and, although unlikely to shake things up, should 
still acquit himself honourably 

6. LUCKY CASTELETS - Made up for his Lisieux sanction when 3rd of 7 in a 2150m Class B 
here mid-June. Is arguably better over shorter but, in current form, is easy to like for a first-5 
payday 

7. LEADER DU POMMEAU - Talented colt but sanctioned in 3 before being sent for a spell, 
latterly a 2175m Vincennes Class B mid-April. Shoes on this time but, if focused, will be no soft 
touch 

8. LOTUS GRIFF - Unraced since coming 2nd of 9 in a 2850m Vincennes Class D early-April. 
May be a race shy but but still looks good enough to make the frame 

9. LAGON DU POMMEREUX - Last of 8 in a 2175m Vincennes Class B a month back. Is not 
devoid of ability but nevertheless has a lot more to find 

Summary: Sanctioned as often as not he may have been, but LOVE ME DO (3) is a promising 
future prospect that went close here late-May before faulting early across town late last month, 
and on better behaviour, can bring home the bacon. Christophe Martens can still expect to feel 
some heat from the complicated, and shod, LEADER DU POMMEAU (7) who has already 
delivered for Eric Raffin, and the promising LOTUS GRIFF (8) who is looking to get straight back 
in the game. Improving all the while, LAUTREC QUICK (4) was not at his ease at Vincennes 
recently but should find Enghien more to his liking. 

SELECTIONS 

LOVE ME DO (3) - LEADER DU POMMEAU (7) - LOTUS GRIFF (8) - LAUTREC QUICK (4) 



          WEDNESDAY, 03/07/24 

C4 - PRIX DE LA MADELEINE - 2875m (a2m) - Class C Race - Harness - 

EUR € 46,000  

 
1. KROME - Last of 8 to KAJAGOOGOO (3) in a 2150m Vichy Class C on 21 May. Preparing for 
a campaign under the saddle and can be passed over 

2. KAZY MERITE - 3rd of 16 in a 2850m Laval Class C a month ago. Is unlikely to cause an 
upset but can still make first 5 

3. KAJAGOOGOO - Has hardly put a foot wrong over past 3 months, latterly 5th of 10 in a 
2525m Cavaillon Class C a fortnight ago, but still no more than a minor place chance 

4. KEROS DES BAUX - Showed improvement when 3rd of 15 in a 2700m Vincennes Class C 12 
days ago. Has solid Enghien credentials and will not be available at 41/1 this time around 

5. KENTUCKY WOOD - Surprisingly good 6th of 15, on re-entry, in a 2700m Vincennes Class C 
on 21 June. Will have come on for the run and will have his supporters 

6. KOSANOSTRA - Won a 2100m Vincennes Class D on 10 May (for new trainer), making it 2 on 
the trot, and with Eric Raffin reining this time, will be no shrinking violet 

7. KITTS ET NEVIS - Won 2 in a row before faulting in a 2700m Vincennes Class B late-May. 
Has had time to freshen up and his driver will be loathe to allow the same thing to happen a 2nd 
time. Claim 

8. KRACKMANIA - Starts for the first time since coming last but one in a 2700m Vincennes Class 
A late-January. Shoes on and no threat 

9. KARAKA WOOD - Classy filly making first appearance since being pulled-up in a 2700m 
Vincennes Class A late-March and will need the run 

10. KONCORD DELO - Unseen since coming last of 8 in a 2625m Class B at Châtelaillon-La 
Rochelle late-April. Has other priorities and can be ruled out 

11. KESITO D'URVILLE - Left a good impression on comeback when 4th of 17 in a 2750m 
Craon Class B 9 days ago. Goes barefoot this time and looks competitively well-in 

12. KATAR - Progressive sort that finished 9th of 11 in a Class A over course and distance mid-
June, when preparing for this. Fitted with pads this time and is not incapable of getting his nose in 
front 

Summary: Although never far from losing his action, KITTS ET NEVIS (7) has talent in spades, 
boasts a 50% win-rate with Yoann Lebourgeois and, sporting a new configuration, can open his 
Enghien account. That being said, KATAR (12) will be fully fit by now, is well-engaged, and 
simply thrives when padded. KESITO D'URVILLE (11) kicked the year off successfully and, in his 
category here, is not going to be far from the action. KOSANOSTRA (6) steps marginally up in 
company after bagging 2 in a row and, already a winner for Eric Raffin, will be no pushover. 

SELECTIONS 

KITTS ET NEVIS (7) - KATAR (12) - KESITO D'URVILLE (11) - KOSANOSTRA (6) 



          WEDNESDAY, 03/07/24 

C5 - PRIX DE LA PLACE DU TROCADERO - 2875m (a2m) - Class D Race - Mounted - EUR € 59,000  

 

1. FEDER PERRINE - Returns to the monté code after faulting in a 2800m Rambouillet Class E mid-June. 
2nd at Vincennes last time in this configuration and must not be overlooked 

2. DOLLAR DOC - Erratic but held his own to finish 5th to HORSY ROYAL (10) in Caen race of reference, 

but a repeat seems improbable 

3. HELLO DE LIGNY - Last on 9 when preparing for this in a 2400m harness Class D at Beaumont-de-
Lomagne on 9 June. Boasts an enviable monté record, is barefoot for the occasion, and should logically 
finish close 

4. HUIS CLOS (SWE) - Non-Runner 

5. EXPRESS DUO - 8th, behind GALLAGHER WIND (11), in a 2875m Class D here on 27 June, and returns 
to the track with limited ambition 

6. GO GO GIGI - 6th of 10 finishers in a 2750m harness Class E at La Capelle on 16 June. Has monté 
references but in current condition is not easy to like 

7. GLADIATOR BOY - Has 2 races under his belt since the break but will need to improve on his 9th of 12, 
to GALLAGHER WIND (11), in a Class D under these conditions last week 

8. NICE PRESENT - Has hardly put a foot wrong in either code for some time. Is plainly in form and is not 

going to be far from the action 

9. HIS DREAM DE CAHOT - Left a good impression at Meslay before coming 8th of 10 finishers in Caen 
race of reference and will need to raise his game 

10. HORSY ROYAL - Placed over course and distance before winning a 2450m Caen Class D, with ease, 
mid-June and looks main danger to HARDI CROWN (13) 

11. GALLAGHER WIND - Did not enjoy the best of runs in a Class D over track and trip last week. Has 
evident ability and can get a look-in if he keeps his mind on the game 

12. HUDSON VEDAQUAIS - Sanctioned in last 4 starts, most recently Caen race of reference, and can 
expect to have few friends 

13. HARDI CROWN - Made it 2 in a row when triumphant in a 2200m Vincennes Class D on 7 June and a 

similar performance would see him pull off the hat-trick 

14. GLORIEUSE CARNOIS - Not the easiest of horses to handle, and most recently came 10th of 12 in a 
2825m Class E at Le Croisé-Laroche a month back. Has previously won for Eric Raffin though and, on good 
behaviour, can pick up a cheque 

15. DEVS DEFINITIF - 3rd to HORSY ROYAL (10) in a 2450m Caen Class D on 17 June, after having won 

at Le Croisé-Laroche, and once more looks competitive for a place in the frame 

16. GEGE DE FROMENTEL - Last but one in a 2750m Angoulême Class E mid-June. Hard to knock when 
focused and unshod-behind but is being aimed a bit too high this time 

Summary: Unbeaten in two starts with Benjamin Rochard in the saddle, HARDI CROWN (13) showed a 
liking for these conditions earlier in the season and is an obvious candidate for success, but HORSY ROYAL 
(10) returned to winning ways at Caen recently and will be expected to put up a good fight. A veritable 
metronome in this branch of the business, HELLO DE LIGNY (3) is barefoot for the 4-timer, while Enghien 
debutant DEVS DEFINITIF (15) is in cracking form. 

SELECTIONS 

HARDI CROWN (13) - HORSY ROYAL (10) - HELLO DE LIGNY (3) - DEVS DEFINITIF (15) 



          WEDNESDAY, 03/07/24 

C6 - PRIX DE LA PLACE SAINT-AUGUSTIN - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class D Race - Harness - EUR € 40,000  

 

1. KIWA BLEUE - Sports a new configuration after coming 4th of 10 in a 2700m Vincennes Class D mid-June. Is in her 
category here and should not be far off the mark 

2. KISS ME WINNER - Comported herself well to finish 3rd of 17 in a 2750m Craon Class B 9 days ago. No colts to take 
on this time and, from the 2-spot, is not without a chance of competing for a place on the podium 

3. KOURGA DE LOU - Authoritative winner of a Class E over track and trip on 15 June. Steps up in category but looks 
eminently up to the task. Claim 

4. KITTY RANAISE - Unthreatening 8th of 13 in a 2100m Vincennes Class D on 10 May. Is however proven under these 
conditions and the draw will do her prospects no disservice 

5. KAY LEE DU CAMPUS - Unraced since finishing last but one in a Class C over course and distance mid-March. 
Sports a new configuration for re-entry but is unlikely to shake things up 

6. KOSMOPOLITAINE - Not without merit but only 6th behind KIWA BLEUE (1) in a 2700m Vincennes Class D mid-June, 
which is unlikely to cut the mustard 

7. KLASSIKA DIDALO - Has turned a corner lately, most recently 3rd of 10 in a 2700m Vincennes Class D a fortnight 
ago. In marginally better company this time but may still be worth retaining 

8. KALINA PRINCESS - Has not been seen out since trotting 4th of 11 in a 2700m Vincennes Class D late-April. Has 
previously won with front pads fitted and, although not a priority, will have her supporters 

9. KARLITA MADRIK - Already a winner this year but disappointing of late, most recently 6th in a 2100m Vincennes 
Class D early-May. Shod to preference this time but others still preferred 

10. KAI LA SHA - Unusually below-par 7th behind KELLY DES LOYAUX (12) in a 2950m Vichy Class D on 17 June. 
Even so, in this company, will have too much to do 

11. KATOUCHKA - Raced better in a 2850m Vincennes Class D 3 weeks ago than her 8th of 12 would suggest. 
Entrusted to Yoann Lebourgeois for first time and will be worth monitoring 

12. KELLY DES LOYAUX - Returns to racing left-handed after a respectable 3rd of 10 in a 2950m Vichy Class D on 17 
June. Should take well to these conditions and, even from the back line, can get in on the action 

13. KEA DES RACQUES - 8th of 10, behind KIWA BLEUE (1), in a 2700m Vincennes Class D on 14 June and appears 
to have no possible chance 

14. KWINIE JIHAIME - Secured just her 2nd career win, at 62/1, in a 2750m Class D at La Capelle on 21 June, but has 
little going for her this time 

15. KETY DU GOUTIER - Won a 2875m Meslay-du-Maine Class D late-May, on just 2nd start back. Handed an 
unfavourable draw but in the hands of Théo Duvaldestin, will be afforded every chance 

16. KHALEESI D'ALESA - Last of 10 in a 2700m Vincennes Class D mid-June, after faulting early, but is plainly in form. 
Starts wide on 2nd line but will have her chances if Esteban De Jesus gets her off on the right foot 

Summary: Easy winner over course and distance last month, KOURGA DE LOU (3) has taken her game to a new level 
since starting to race with front pads, and breaking from the 3-spot may just give her the advantage over the improving 
KETY DU GOUTIER (15) who will be no pushover if Théo Duvaldestin positions her early. KHALEESI D'ALESA (16) has 
not been blessed either but is clearly on the boil and a good start would see her finish in the mix. KISS ME WINNER (2) is 
better off behind the car and with shoes off again is unlikely to disappoint. 

SELECTIONS 

KOURGA DE LOU (3) - KETY DU GOUTIER (15) - KHALEESI D'ALESA (16) - KISS ME WINNER (2) 



          WEDNESDAY, 03/07/24 

C7 - PRIX FLORENCE LECELLIER - 2875m (a2m) - Class C Race - Harness - EUR € 68,000  

 

1. GIPSY DE CHAMANT - Would have finished 5th to HEDE DARLING (16) in late-May race of reference had she not 
faulted, but will logically make amends if she stays in stride 

2. FRANKLIN PARK - Known more for his claiming exploits than his recent 5th of 15, at 73/1, in a 2100m Vincennes 
Class C 10 days ago. Modified shoeing but is still not about to cause an upset 

3. HAVE SEVEN - Back in business of late, most recently 4th, a place behind HOLD UP DU DIGEON (8), in a 2650m 
GNT Gr.3 at Bordeaux a fortnight ago, and will be competitive for a place in the frame 

4. HORATIUS D'ELA - Put on a good show to finish 3rd, a place behind HEDE DARLING (16), in a 2850m Vincennes 
Class B on 8 June. Has never disappointed under these conditions and must be taken seriously 

5. HELLO SPORT - Makes first appearance since trotting 8th of 14 in a 2825m GNT Gr.3 on 22 May. Has bags of talent 
though, appreciates Enghien, and with some luck in running, can make first 5 

6. HERALDIQUE - Facile winner of a 2700m Vincennes Class C just over a month ago. Is new to the venue, behind in 
earnings, and looks the pick of the field 

7. DASSERO - Showed improvement at Caen before coming 12th of 14 in a 2850m Vincennes Class B in early-June race 
of reference and will again struggle to make his presence felt 

8. HOLD UP DU DIGEON - Produced the year's best performance when 3rd of 14 in a 2650m Bordeaux Gr.3  2 weeks 
ago. Won under these conditions on lone appearance here and, front pads fitted this time, must be respected 

9. GABELOU CARISAIE - In decent shape when sanctioned in a 3550m Niort Class A 10 days ago. Not a priority but 
tends to go well for Eric Raffin and is not to be written off 

10. GILMOUR - Got back in the game when 4th of 15 in a 2100m Vincennes Class C 10 days ago. Reverts to a previous 
configuration, Gabi Gelormini reining this time, but others still preferred 

11. GAZOLINE DU SEUX - Was on a decent run of form before trotting 8th of 12 in a 2700m Vincennes Class C mid-
June. Has previously beaten a number of these but chances still limited 

12. FUEGO DU MORTIER - 10th of 14, behind HEDE DARLING (16), in a 2850m Vincennes Class B on 8 June and will 
need to find significantly more 

13. GINKO DU ROUSSOIR - 9th to HEDE DARLING (16) in a 2850m Vincennes Class B early last month. Tends to show 
more racing right-handed and can be passed over this time 

14. EQUIANO - Never far from faulting but reassuring 3rd of 16 in a 2650m Avignon Class D mid-June. Has won twice at 
the venue and, with application, can pick up some crumbs 

15. FAITHFUL - Has not been seen out since finishing 10th of 16 in a 2100m Vincennes Class C late-November, and will 
have nothing to offer 

16. HEDE DARLING - Quality element that has taken superbly to racing barefoot. Last of 12 in a 2100m Gr.1 across 
town, in preparation for this, 10 days ago. Shoes off and has a realistic chance of getting his nose in front 

Summary: Beaten only by the 'underclassed' Global Agreement early-May, HERALDIQUE (6) subsequently went on to a 
facile win across town later that month and can make his Enghien debut a winning one. Nicely-engaged at the limit of 
earnings, HEDE DARLING (16) has yet to disappoint when barefoot and looks the principal danger. A place behind him at 
Vincennes early last month, HORATIUS D'ELA (4) is very much in the picture. HAVE SEVEN (3) drops back in category 
after a courageous Bordeaux performance and, with form maintained, will be no easy touch. 

SELECTIONS 

HERALDIQUE (6) - HEDE DARLING (16) - HORATIUS D'ELA (4) - HAVE SEVEN (3) 



          WEDNESDAY, 03/07/24 

C8 - PRIX DE LA TOUR EIFFEL - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class D Race - Harness - EUR € 46,000  

 

1. JAIN MAB - Caused something of a surprise when 2nd in a 2875m Class B here mid-June. Anthony Barrier reining this 
time and has a decent chance of trotting his way onto the podium 

2. JAZZ DE PERVENCHE - Off the boil for some time, most recently 10th of 16 in a 2850m Vincennes Class B on 24 
May, and can expect to remain friendless in the markets 

3. JENNY DE JOUDES - Makes first start since finishing 10th of 12 in a 2850m Vincennes Class B on 12 April. Front 
shoes off but still not an obvious choice 

4. JALISCO FLIGNY - Pleasantly surprised when securing a 2675m Class F at Châtillon-sur-Chalaronne on 10 June. Has 
a good spot behind the car but appears to be out of his depth this time 

5. JEEP DU PONT - 3rd to JALISCO FLIGNY (4) in a 2675m Class F at Châtillon-sur-Chalaronne on 10 June. Barefoot 
this time but others still preferred 

6. JIGSAW PUZZLE - Caught the eye when 4th, a place behind JILORD VIVA (13), in a 2875m Class B here 2.5 weeks 
ago. Starts in front and will have his chances 

7. JOLIE STAR - Consistently in the thick of things when focused, but sanctioned in a 2850m Vincennes Class B late-
May. Shoes on but is still worth watching 

8. JABALPUR - Has not been seen out since faulting in a 2850m Vincennes Class B late-March. Won here 12 months 
ago only to have victory taken away and will have a part to play if he stays in stride 

9. JACADI BROUETS - Sanctioned in last 2, latterly 3000m Gr.1 Prix de Normandie at Vincennes 10 days ago. Is better 
than his numbers would suggest and is not to be underestimated 

10. JEWEL DE LA COTE - Pulled-up after some misfortune in a 2875m Enghien Class B mid-June. Has otherwise thrived 
here and can be brought back into the fold. Place chance 

11. HOTEL MYSTIC - Pleased at Mons before missing out by little in a 2150m Vichy Class E a month ago. Has no 
particular love for Enghien and can be passed over 

12. JOLIE COKTAIL - Did not enjoy the best of runs when 9th over longer here mid-June, but set the record straight 
when winning a 1900m Class D at Le Croisé-Laroche 9 days ago. On back line but can still figure prominently at the 
business end of the race 

13. JILORD VIVA - Fine trotter that seldom lets the side down, most recently 3rd, a place behind JAIN MAB (1), in a 
2875m Class B here on 15 June. Leading driver in the sulky this time and will again have a claim on the trophy 

Summary: Easy winner under these conditions late-May before trotting 3rd over longer here mid-June, JILORD VIVA (13) 
has been entrusted to Eric Raffin for the first time and has every chance of winning this. JAIN MAB (1) finished a place 
ahead of him last time, won over course and distance earlier in the season, and should again figure prominently, but may 
first have to see off JAIN MAB (1) who finished close to the favourite on the last occasion. Better than his latest efforts 
would imply, JEWEL DE LA COTE (10) can count himself very unlucky at Vincennes but has a good opportunity to put 
things right. 

SELECTIONS 

JILORD VIVA (13) - JIGSAW PUZZLE (6) - JAIN MAB (1) - JEWEL DE LA COTE (10) 

 


